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Introduction 

 

From Nobel laureate Patrick White comes a novel, posthumously 

released, of two children thrust into adolescence as the carnage of 

World War II destroys what remains of their innocence. Displaced to a 

harborside Sydney suburb and placed under the care of a lonely, sickly 

widow, Eirene and Gilbert only have each other in this new land and 

lives. 

Eirene Sklavos arrives in Neutral Bay from Greece with her mother, an 

Australian expat with a sense of wanderlust, after the death of her 

father in a Greek prison. Her dark skin, wavy hair, and shyness make 

her an instant outsider, but she soon learns to embrace womanhood as 

well as her family’s complicated past. 

London-born Gilbert Horsfall escaped the Blitz, but is still wracked 

with the emotional scars the bombs left behind. Although his 

assimilation into his new Australian home is a bit smoother than 

Eirene’s adjustment, he still finds himself sharing a home with a crone 

and an ethnic girl. 

Together these strangers in a strange land undergo a sexual awakening while forging a friendship that will long define 

their futures. Stylistically innovative and rich, The Hanging Garden is the first part of planned novel that remarkably 

stands on its own. 

Questions 

1. Do you think Eirene and Gilbert would have been friends under any other circumstances? Or is their 

relationship formed exclusively out of their unique living situation? 

 

2. How would you characterize Eirene and Gilbert’s first meeting at the dinner table? Do you think this set the 

tone for how their relationship builds? 

 

3. The War has displaced both children, but under different conditions. How are Eirene and Gilbert’s wartime 

experiences similar? Different? 

 

4. How do the shifting viewpoints employed by the author affect how you take in the book? Did you feel you 

were able to connect with the characters more deeply than you would with an omniscient narrative? 
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5. How does Eirene process the three “events” that hit her in rapid succession? Why do you think White chose 

to present these events like he did? 

 

6. Eirene and Alison slowly build a relationship. Do you think that Alison would ever consider Eirene as the 

daughter she never had? Or could Eirene ever see Alison as a mother figure? 

 

7. How would you describe Eirene’s handling of Harold’s advances? Do you think Alison has any idea about 

her husband’s philandering behavior? 

 

8. Describe Eirene’s maturation throughout the book. What was your impression of her in the first fifty (or so) 

pages compared to your impression at the close of the book?  

 

9. Early in the novel Mr. Ballard says of Gilbert, “Which way he goes remains to be seen.” (p. 11) Which way 

do you think Gilbert is headed? 

 

10. In the book’s opening pages, Geraldine Sklavos tells Ms. Bulpit, “Nobody is wholly responsible for who they 

are.”(p. 5) Do you agree or disagree with this statement? How does it resonate considering Geraldine’s past? 
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